
KYIV: Missile strikes hit cities across Ukraine on
Tuesday and prompted mass power outages, a few days
after a humiliating Russian retreat in the nation’s south
and in the middle of the G20 summit. The fresh bom-
bardment, which officials said struck residential buildings
in Kyiv, trespassed on days of Ukrainian jubilation over
the recapture of the key city of Kherson.

Lviv in the west and Kharkiv in the east were also
attacked on Tuesday, authorities said, but there were no
immediate information on possible casualties. Kyiv may-
or Vitali Klitschko announced the attack following
reports that air raid sirens were sounding across all
Ukraine’s regions, saying at least half of Kyiv’s residents
were without power. “According to preliminary informa-
tion, two residential buildings were hit in the Pechersk
district,” he said adding “several missiles were shot
down... by air defence systems. The deputy head of the
president’s office Kyrylo Tymoshenko said the missiles
had been fired by Russian forces.

He distributed footage of the apparent scene of the
attacks, showing a blaze at a Soviet-era, five-storey resi-
dential building. “The danger has not passed. Stay in
shelters,” he added in the statement online.

The atttacks came after Russian appointed officials in
Nova Kakhovka said they were exiting the important
southern city, blaming artillery fire from Kyiv forces,
which have been reclaiming swathes of the south after a
Russian retreat. Their announcement comes one day
after Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky visited the

recently liberated regional capital of the Kherson region
and announced “the beginning of the end of the war”.
Zelensky told the G20 summit in Bali on Tuesday “now is
the time” to end the war.

“I am convinced now is the time when the Russian
destructive war must and can be stopped,” he said via
video link, according to a speech obtained by AFP. “It

will save thousands of lives.” Ukraine forces since
September have been pushing deeper into the south and
Russia announced last week a full withdrawal from the
regional capital of the southern Kherson region, allowing
Ukraine to enter. “Employees of the state administration
of Nova Kakhovka, as well as state and municipal insti-
tutions have left the city and were relocated to safe loca-
tions in the region,” the Moscow-installed authorities
said on Telegram.

The Russian-backed officials said after Moscow’s
pull-out from Kherson city, Nova Kakhovka came under
“indiscriminate fire” and “life in the city is unsafe.” They
also claimed “thousands of residents” had followed their
recommendation to leave to “save themselves”, saying
Kyiv’s forces will seek “revenge on collaborators.”

The authorities claimed that this did not mean that
the city was “abandoned” and that “crews of municipal
workers” were working to ensure the “functioning of
energy and water supply systems.” Nova Kakhovka sits
on the eastern bank of the Dnipro River, now a natural
dividing line between Ukraine’s forces that retook
Kherson city on the west side and Russia’s forces on the
opposing bank. It is also home to the Kakhovka hydro-

electric dam which was captured in the beginning of the
invasion because of its strategic importance supplying
the Moscow-annexed Crimean peninsula. The Russian-
controlled dam is a particular focus now after Zelensky
accused Russian troops of planning to blow it up to trig-
ger a devastating flood.

Any problem with the dam would cause water supply
problems for Crimea, which has been under Russian
control since 2014 and which Ukraine hopes to recap-
ture. Russia forces said last week that a Ukrainian strike
had damaged the dam. The Russian-appointed head of
the occupied part of the Kherson region, Vladimir Saldo,
said Tuesday the dam was no longer operating. “Today,
the turbines do not produce electricity, and there is no
need for this,” he said on state-run television channel
Rossiya-24, according to Russian agencies.

“The situation is more dangerous — not with elec-
tricity generation — but with the dam itself, which, in the
event of an explosion, would flood a fairly large area.”
The loss of Kherson was the latest in a string of setbacks
for the Kremlin, which invaded Ukraine on February 24
hoping for a lightning takeover that would topple the
government in days.—AFP
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KHERSON, Ukraine:  This handout photograph shows Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (C) posing for a group photo with Ukrainian servicemen during his visit to the newly liberated city of Kherson, following the retreat of Russian
forces from the strategic hub. — AFP

Missile strikes pound Ukraine cities

NASA returning to 
the Moon with mega 
rocket launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, United States: Third time’s the
charm? After two failed attempts, NASA plans to launch
its new mega Moon rocket early Wednesday from
Florida, less than a week after the massive machine
withstood a hurricane. “Our time is coming. And we
hope that that is on Wednesday,” said Mike Sarafin, the
manager of the much-delayed Artemis 1 mission, at
NASA headquarters.

The Artemis 1 mission, a test flight without astro-
nauts, represents the first step in the US space agency’s
plan to build a lasting presence on the Moon, and taking
lessons from there to prepare for a future voyage to
Mars. Named after the sister of Apollo in Greek mythol-
ogy, the new space program comes 50 years after
humans last set foot on lunar soil.

The first launch of the Space Launch System rocket,
the most powerful ever designed by NASA, is set for
Wednesday at 1:04 am local time (0604 GMT), with a
possible launch window of two hours. Countdown has
already begun at the storied Kennedy Space Center,
where the orange and white behemoth awaits its maiden
flight. The takeoff is scheduled less than a week after the
passage of Hurricane Nicole, which the rocket endured
outside on its launch pad.

For now, officials are evaluating the risk associated
with hurricane damage to a thin strip of caulk-like
material called RTV, which encircles the Orion crew
capsule atop the rocket, and makes it more aerodynam-
ic. Teams are looking at whether the RTV could shake
loose during launch and pose problems. Two backup
dates are possible if needed, on November 19 and 25.

Far side of Moon 
The weather promises to be mild, with a 90 percent

chance of favorable conditions during the launch win-
dow. At the end of September, the rocket had to be
wheeled back to its assembly building to be sheltered
from another hurricane, Ian.

Before these weather setbacks, two launch attempts
had to be canceled for technical reasons. The first fail-
ure was related to a faulty sensor, and the second to a
fuel leak when filling the rocket’s tanks. It runs on ultra-
cold, ultra-volatile liquid oxygen and hydrogen.

NASA has since replaced a seal and modified its

procedures to avoid thermal shock as much as possible.
Tank-filling is now due to begin Tuesday afternoon.

About 100,000 people are expected on the coast to
watch the launch, with the rocket promising to light up
the night sky. The Orion capsule will be lifted by two
boosters and four powerful engines under the core
stage, which will detach after only a few minutes.

After a final push from the upper stage, the capsule
will be well on its way, taking several days to reach its
destination. Rather than landing on the Moon, it will
assume a distant orbit, venturing 40,000 miles (64,000
kilometers) beyond the far side — further than any oth-
er habitable spacecraft so far.

Finally, Orion will embark on the return leg of its
journey. When passing through the atmosphere, the
capsule’s heat shield will need to withstand a tempera-
ture half as hot as the Sun’s surface. If takeoff happens
Wednesday, the mission would last 25 and a half days in
all, with a splashdown in the Pacific Ocean on December
11. NASA is banking on a successful mission after devel-
oping the SLS rocket for more than a decade. It will
have invested more than $90 billion in its new lunar
program by the end of 2025, according to a public
audit.—AFPBeachboy Joe

Biden thrives 
on Bali vibes
NUSA DUA, Indonesia: It could be the beaches and
palatial hotels. It might be Chinese President Xi
Jinping’s warm smile. But there is no doubt: Joe Biden
is enjoying his Bali G20. “I don’t think I’m going
home,” Biden joked to his host, Indonesian President
Joko Widodo, enthusing about the beach stretching
outside his hotel. Later Monday, at an evening press
conference in a tropical garden, Biden’s first words to
journalists were: “Welcome to Bali.” Said with a
chuckle, he seemed to refer to what everyone was
experiencing: the cocktail of humid heat, stunning
decor and abundant nature that felt a million miles
from the stiff formality of the White House.

TV journalists were using towels to mop sweat from
their faces. A chorus of crickets was so loud that even
the garden waterfalls became inaudible. And the
fatigue of flying to the other side of the world for
back-to-back summits in Egypt, Cambodia and Bali
had set in for many. Biden himself croakily admitted to
having caught “a little cold.” The overwhelming vibe
for the veteran Democrat, however, was pure Bali — a
sense of relief.

‘Ready to play’ 
Just over a week ago, Biden faced the prospect of

having to travel in the wake of what were forecast to
be humiliating midterms election losses. Those predic-
tions, however, proved wrong and instead he is spend-
ing the trip celebrating his party retaining the Senate
and, more surprisingly, limiting Republican opponents
to slim victories in the House.

Even better for Biden, the election marked a repu-
diation of Donald Trump-backing Republicans and
their campaign to cast doubt on US democracy. This
reinforces Biden’s overarching message that his 2020
defeat of Trump was no ordinary contest but the start
of an existential battle for the country’s future.

Last week’s election “sent a very strong message
around the world that the United States is ready to
play,” Biden said. The results signalled that “we’re
going to stay fully engaged in the world and that we, in
fact, know what we’re about.”

Biden carried that self-confidence — and sunny
outlook — into his meeting with Xi on the sidelines of
the G20 conference. The men know each other from
their long political careers, but this was the first in-
person talk since Biden became president. That,
according to US officials, was really the main achieve-
ment on a day where expectations were kept deliber-
ately low. Flashing a smile, Biden strode up to the
Chinese leader and clasped his hand. They looked
more like old friends meeting in a beautiful tropical
resort than adversaries. —AFP

NUSA DUA, Bali, Indonesia: (L to R) Indonesia President Joko Widodo, US President Joe Biden and European
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen hold an event on the Partnership for Global Infrastructure and
Investment on the sidelines of the G20 Summit in Nusa Dua. — AFP

CAPE CANAVERAL: Photographers set up remote cam-
eras as the Artemis I unmanned lunar rocket sits on
launch pad 39B at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in
Cape Canaveral, Florida. NASA said it plans to attempt
its long-delayed uncrewed mission to the Moon as
scheduled on November 16. — AFP


